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May 8, 1958

I left Paris this morning at 81459 having arisen at six, and I have often

felt bettor. Paris nevor seemed so lovely as it was last night, and I

postponed all tut completely going to bed. It was a wonderful evening at

the price of n poor morning.

My plane, a ELM Viscount, was in Ameterdwm in a little more than an hour,

and Ito circled the city before landing. The canals glistened in the elan.

At Amsterdam airport I roceived the news that although my reservations

had been confirmed--as my ticket fortunately showed--I was not on the

passenger list. Moreover the plano, a KLM Constellation non-stop to Warsaw,

was full. There was hope that someone would fail to ahoy up, and I was

thus somewhat comforted until a few minutes before departure time I was told

that everyone was on band and I was off. I appealed to the manager, pointod

out that I was tra7elling KLM because of its reliability, and pictured the

reception committee that would be awaiting my arrival at Warsaw. (Drawing

on ny imagination, I said there might even be a press conference.) After a

farther delay and mach negotiation, I vas made a member of the crew and

ascended to the crew compartment. Wo circled from Amsterdam around through

Danmark to avoid the forbidden territory of East Germany, and ny spirits vero

improved by a large whisky. Wo cams into Warsaw low over the villages which

in many places, as in French Canada, string out endlessly along the roads

making a continuous line of houses. Behind each dwelling is a ribbon of land

a mile or so long and as vide as the house.

At Warsaw I was welcomed warmly by a delegation from the University and

the Polish Economic Society. An amiable and very good-looking girl customs

guard said, "How are you? May! just glance at your currency declaration?"

She then waved to a porter to pick up my bags and we vero on our way to town.

The Warsaw airport is a shabby and dreary place even on a spring day.





And the trip into the city is no improvement on that from Devark. Warsaw, the

planners notwithstanding, suffers from a bad case of urban sprawl--the sprawl

in this case taking the form of long blocks of apartments which stand around

seemingly at random. The best ara ungainly and the worst ugly, and the ugliness

is heightened by the banding material—to wit, poor or reconditioned brick.

As one gets closer to town the war damage becomes evident, and in large areas it

is still oppressive. One passes through tho part of the city from which the

Germans evacuated all of tho population in the closing days of the occupation.

I am lodged at the Grand Hotel Otbis, a tourist hotel, which like

everything else in Warsaw is still being completed. The rooms aro small bat

adequate, furnished in Senre-Grand Rapids, Sons supplied me with four nice

tulips. Since state property is involved, there is nn inventory of all the

artifacts tacked ou the cupboard door.

I had scarcely time for a bath when a professor from the University, who

le also on the Planning Board, arrived along with a very able woman economist

also from the University. They told no of the controversy going an over the

question of centralization versus decentralization of the economy. This does

not involve the issue of socialism—which, though it has been given up for

agriculture, is not in debate elsewhere. Rather it is whether organization

will be in accordance with a tight, centrally-formulated plan covering both

investment and production decisions, or whether the state, while retaining

control of investment, will allow market criteria to guide and test operating

decisions. Both my visitors were ardent decentralizers. Presently my lady

visitor observed that I was tired and then I had a couplii of hours sleep.

Thereafter I was met by two professors from tilo Polish Economic Society, and

wo walked through downtown Warsaw to a good dinner preceded by several rounds
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of vodka which I was encouraged to toes off at a single gulp.

Oar dinner conversation =god over a great number of subjects, but

meetly it had te do with the state of the Polish economy. 'Since October'

recurred constantly in the conversation and refers to the retreat of the

Stalinists and the ro-emergence of Gomulka in October 1936. 'Since October,"

in their view, the position of the peasants has improved as bas the efficiency

and productivity of Polish agriculture. Bat the position of the urban

population has not improved—certainly not in accordance with expectations.

There is more than a little frustration and discouragement. Much is blamed

on the "bureamcrace--on the conservatiem and reluctance of the Party and

the administrators in tackling needed reforms. "Oar price system is idiotic,"

one of my host') observed, "and nothing is being done about it." The other

agreed, although he vas less pessimistic about the prospects for change,

Both agreed that the =lam position of the urban workers and intellectuals

had elements of danger. "The most articulate people are suffering most."

Incidentallyo the vodka led to a discussion of alcoholism, which is serious.

One of my hosts produced an interesting explanation. /n an economy where cona

sumersogoods are not plentiful, where private investment is difficult, and where

savings have been repeatedly eroded by inflation, thore are so few outlets for

extra funds. But these can always be 'flowed into alcohol.

On the way home I asked were it not true that the standard of living in

Poland vas higher than in the Soviet Union. Both agreed that it was. I then
so

asked why people talked/much about the Polish economic problem and so little

about the Russian economic problem. My hosts agreed thht it was an interesting

question and also that the answer is easy. The Poles have learned to w,nt a

great deal more.
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Last night I inquired of the Orbis girl on my floor—eh° serves as

translator and counsellor to the guests on the floor.—where I might get some

shirts washed. She told mo to collect them, and this morning before I was

up the phone rang and she was inquiring whether the maid might bring them

in. There they were, sparkling white and cleaner than the Coop over got

them. I was reflecting on the relative efficiency of these two socialist

laundry establishments when the Orbis girl explained that I should pay the

chambermaid separately. The hotel laundry will not be operating for another

two months, and meantime the maids ara doing the laundry on their own time.

It is Polish private enterprise that is better than Cambridge socialism.

Breakfast I had in the hotel dining room. It is n pleasant although

vaguely conventional, slightly too-cushioned room. It was full of people

all talking in whispere or low voices and in a rather conspiratorial way.

Behind no throe sinister-looking figures were whispering in English and

I decided I would listen when I heard one of them say, 0He has real courage.

He wouldn't hesitate to gat fired to help us.a Unfortunately, they seemed to bo

discussing the chances of the chiropractors getting recognition from the

regular medical practitioners in Cleveland, Ohio,

After breakfait I went for a long walk through downtown Warsaw to the

Hotel Bristol and headquarters of Orbit where I changed some money. The

downtown section of Wareav has been large/7 rebuilt and in a rather severe

style, emphasising vertiolo lines and windows. It is much criticised—

indeed, last night one of my hosts pointed to some trees in a square and

noted that they were a concession to the critics of usocial realise in

arohlteoture.





The Skyline of Warsaw is dominated by the Palace of Culture, a gift

of the Soviet Union and a egeoraper of CoMMO thirty stories. It does not

reflect the influenze of 'social realism,* but is startlingly reminiscent

of the Woolworth Hailding.

There is not much traffic on the streets, although the city has a lively

aspect. A few of the women are smart in appearance; more are good-looking.

Bat most of the women and all of the men look more than a trifle shabby.

One gets the impression that clothes require a good deal of planning and

improvisation. The shops are austere by western standards, although I sew

some interesting4oOking bookstores,and one department store bad a large

and lethal-looking inventory of red motorcycles. A. pushcart peddler was

tolling two grades of red and yellow apples at Z10 and Z14 a kilo. At the

tourist rate the zloty is about four cents. This would be twenty to twenty-

five cents a. pound.

On the wAy I noticed an old woman with a broom of sticks sweeping the

streets, and I felt that / had established spiritual contact with the Slavic

world. Having old women sweep the streets le certainly inferior to our

system of not sweeping them at all.

After supplying myself with sama money, I want to the Embassy Where I

chatted with Jacob Bema, our ambassador, and with John Wenmohs, the well-

informed agricultural attache. In the last year, or a little more, ve have

supplied the Poles vith about 1,1 million tons of bread and feed grain. The

Russians have supplied ammo 1.7 million tons. Perhaps Poland is not to be

forever the victim of geography.

I lunched by myself at the Grand Hotel Orbis and not without difficulty

persuaded the headwaiter that / would like a drink. The waiter brought me
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a small tumberful of vodka. It substantially quickens the perceptions.

At three I called by appointment on an old acquaintance who is =V a

high officiel in the Planning Ministry.
1 

He seemed pleased with the book—

torfman4 Sammeleon, and Solov on Linear ProATnmminrw—that I brought hin,

and for a Valle vo conversed amicably enough. He io working on lone-range

planning problems—problems beyond the present plan—and told me that in

his viev the rate of investment is limited not by the supply of savings

but by the amount of such investment, and in particular of construction,

that can be administered at any time. Beyond a certain point it is this

which represents the ultimate bottleneck. I pressed him as to whether it

vas one which investment itself--1.e., in supervisory personnel—could break.

He expressed doubts. Der did ho think decentralisation vas a remedy. The

latter, he argued, vas largely a function of the supply of resources. The

moro reassurance one has, the more one can decentralise administration and

risk waste. The fever the resources, the greater the need to control by

centralized administration.

Ho told no that the present objective is to bring living standards in

Poland up to the level of etch Weotern European countries as Holland or

Denmark by 1970. This is a high goal.

Thereafter our discussion deteriorated into an argument over the U. S.

econmy. He kept referring to the decisive rolo of arms expenditures.

I pointed out that in relation to OP, government spending was not co

vastly greater than 1939 and that besides military outlays, state and local

spending had risen rapidly. He refuted me with same recalculapions of

1Since the people with vhom I talked had no reason to expect that I

would quote them, I have used names only sparingly in this account.
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national income involving concepts which I could not follow. lathe end

I gave up.

After a tour to take picturee--nothing very good—I went to dinner with

the leaders of the Polish Economic Society. On the way, my gu4de (a young

vigorously antt-Otalinistic instructor) and I were caught in a violent thunder-

storm. We took refuge in a coffee bar and presently, along with the noise of

thunder, came the solind of bugles anti drums. A parade of soldiers and some

bay scouts came bravely along through the cloudburst.

NI think it may be some visiting delegation,N said my gu!cie hopefully.

Alt it wasn't, and the drenched marchers disappeAred in the downpour.

The dinner was good Ira; I learned little, for they asked me questions. 

manyabout U.S. agriculture. In consequence, my normal tendency notwith-

standing, I talked rather than listened.

There was some critical discussion of the economic plan. We have adm.

vanced the theory of planning in recent years, bat alas not the practice."

We walked home by the vast Party headquarters and discussed the curioun

duality of the Party and the Ministerial government. Some important ministers

are not members of the United Workers' or Communist Party, yet they are ob-

viously responsible for a large range of decisions. Where does their authority

stop? Where does that of the Party begin? HOW' much negotiation must precede

any action? There seems no doubt that it is an ftkvard and time-consuming

way of making decisions.

At various times today I encountered Calvin Homer, George Backer,

Sydney Gruson and wife, Douglass Cater and wife, and Joseph Bartsch.

Another question of the evening: how much is the American economy

dependent on Arne? Did the Sputniks accelerate the arms race?
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This morning I was taken on a long tour of Warsaw. My guide was an

intelligent young engineer who supplemented hie earnings in this way. Ws

saw the Belvidere Palace, the vast Soviet EMbasey--a neo-classical structure

on which my guide commented without enthusiatm--the great former royal park,

and the old city. Tho contra]. in the latter, though completely

destroyed, has been reconstructed in the original form. It is a great source

of pride to everyone. The nearby cathedral is aleo being rebuilt by the

government, although without some features added in the nineteenth century.

Cathedral building in a Communist country sets in motion some interesting

reflections.

Then we went to the site of the ghetto--this la an area northwest of

the old city in which the Germans herded the Jewish population--some 400.000--

and around which they built the famous wall. From here people were deported

to the death camps until the hopeless uprising of 1943. Then they were

burned and slaughtered on sita and the whole area levelled. It is still a

desert of weeds and rabble with—no doubt it was imagination--the tmell of

death still over it. The place has a most moving and horrible impact.

Even in the sunshine of a bright spring morning it seemed altogether hideous.

I then went with my guide to the top of the Soviet-built Palace of

Culture. It is not very impressive--heavy, unimaginative, ornate, end

lacking in finish and elegance. However, the school children who were alto

visiting it were better pleased. My guide was also impressed. It is high.

Prom the top there is an excellent view of Warsaw vest of the Vistula and

also of the still unredeemed devastation. Hy guide suggests that complete

rebuilding:will not be finished for another tan years.





I went to lunch with the Betas, the party including Joe Harcch and

wiry and Ylora Grison. Very pleasant, and we talked about everyone's favorite

subject, namely Poland, until mid-afternoon. These are days of almost breath-

less delicacy in the Polish position,vith the government attempting to walk

a thin line which avoids Titoist heresy on the one hand and a closed window

westward on the other. The press has been 3everely limited in recent weeks.

The universities remain relatively free for the moment and the secret police

bave not been reactivated following their suppression or severe restriction in

1956. The Church also remains relatively untroubled. All makes for endlessly

interesting discussion, although like so much debate where foreign policy is

disproportionate attention to
concerned, there is a atitzgstgzatikaxi=zziiixer passing detail. In for-

sign policy it is always more interesting to discuss the tactics of the moment

rather than the continuing strategy.

I slept and then joined Calvin Hoover and three Polish economists for tea.

One of then, the professor of econometrics, was enchanted with a copy of Dorf-

man, Samuelson and Solow and kept leafing through its pages. Be told us that

programming,
since Gomulka econometrics, and especially linear .7/2241111agx have been made

legal in Poland. (Maybe the Stalinists had samethimg.) I gave a copy of Mason's

essays to another economist who works on the role of the state in the captialist

countries. She hurriedly glanced at it to assure herself that there were no

similar symbols and then expressed her pleasure. Very sensible girl.

We then bad a general discussion turning on this problem. Prior to

Oomulla's comtNg to power the «overnment and Party had claimed a steady rise

in output and in consumers goods. On taking power in 1956. GammIka, had said

that this improvement, so fr as the consumer vas concerned, was fictitious.

What had been the devices which had led to these initially misleading con
clusions!
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While the question was not asked, the query was implicit as to whe
ther the figures

had boon faked.

Two answers were suggested. First and most important, inventories wore

being accumulated rather than being passed on to the consumer. This accumulation

was very high. And armament claims were also high and those, apparent/y,

were included in the total of final goods. Second/7, the totals were swollen

by goods of such low quality that they added nothing to living stand
ards* They

unsalable
were unusable or virr,16-14,404,-, but were in the statistico nonetheless

. This ob-

servation confirms one made by langs in 195641

Wo then discussed war an economy like that of Poland s
hould wijust out-

put and income by moving prices or wages. The Russians work on prices; the

disposition of the Poles is to ttct on wages. It is a nice point. I should

euppose that if output is growing the most nearly neutral step
 is to reduce

prices. (Wage adjustments will always involve some alterations in th
e relative

wage structure) :ell /*would assume that this step would be m
ost contustve to

saving. I imagine that it also involves difficulties whereas in Pol
and, the

agriculture is not socialized.

We talked in the restaurant of the hotel, which was full of 
fairly veil..

dressed people who were having ice cream or tea and listening 
to Strauss

waltzes and Hungarian songs.

A final note: the local economists were most anxious to ha
ve a draft of ay

lectures that it might be reproduced. Now / learn that they are not to be

reproduced. I am anxious as to why.

Hey 11 

Evidently it was one of finding a typist who could deal
 with English--

formidable technical problem when faced." So be it.

Today was fascinating. At 9:30 I departed Warsaw to Lowicz some eight'

kilometers to the west. I had as guides two agricultural experts, one a
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merry stump of a man with an enormous mustache of markedly piratical

inspiration. A young professor cams along as a translator. My piratical

friend told me be was the man who, in pro-war Poland, helped introduce the

14.11 Clubs. He inquired if they 'were still functioning in the United States.

I reassured hin and told him they contributed their mite to our surplus.

Es told me how, over peasant resistance, he bad introduced fertilizer in the

villages where he bed worked. He distributed fertilizer over the growing

fields in the form of a cross. When the priest vas unable to explain the

miracle be stepped in. He poked no if I were a Catholic and seemed relieved

when I told him that I was not. He observed that Polish peasants were

perversely willing to spend more money on their salvation in the next woad

than in this.

On the,v47 we stopped to visit n seat of the Radzivill family, who

=led Poland from the middle ages to the end of World War I/ (the last

Radzivill loft with the Germans in 1945 and returned to be picked up by

the Russians. A brother is nov in tho foreign ministry.) It li an interesting

but not especially inviting chateau. The most interesting:piece of

fumi turo is a harmonium made of tuned glass tumblers.

Next ve wont to charcb. On the road ye had seen nnmorcus people standing

outside the churches which our grade said were too crowded to accommodate

all clients. This one, of cathedral olzo, and gaily decorated for a wedding

in white flowers and ribbons, was overawing. It vas also a breath-taking

sight. The vomen were nearly all in local folk-costume with brilliant

white and rose scarves on their heads. The singing vas even more sensational.

It was some sort of responsive bymn, and the sound rose and lens reflected

from the high roaches of the Gothic arches. My young professor friend was
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also deeply deeply impressed. Be said that he had no idea ouch singing was to

be hoard anywhere in Poland. or do I =pact to hear anything quite to

match It again. It was clear, spirited, and in some unidentifiable way,

magnificent.

Hy pirate friend took us into the church to snap n few pictures. He

told as that, 0a2 a fellow pagan," I could do the same. Alas, my

"follow pagan" got down on his knees and crossed himself adequately once

be was Inside. Than he took his pictures.

After the wedding I also took 3:41! pictures. It vas one of Ay best

dnys for Vational Geographic art since Kalempong..—I hope..

Next we went to an agricultural school for lunch. The latter--

tomato soup with sour cream, pork cutlets, potatoes, cad cake—was very

good. E6xt I said a few words to vane of the students (boarding students

of high school age) and then we want on to visit a village. This was

the high spot of the day and we were guided by a growing body of villagers

who finally took us to one of the larger houses for tea, beer, sausage,

and cakes, and an hear or two of discussion.

The latter was exceedingly free and manifested n vigorous individmalism:

"We survived under the C2ars, vo varvived under the Germans, ve survived

under the Stalinists, and uy will continae to survive." I naked them if

they ware happy new and they replied that, on the whole, they were. Income

le increasing, there is money to invest and building materials to bmy;
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individual farmers have acquired eix tractors in recent weeks.

This village was never collectivised, and the holdings were

alvsys rather small. Accordingly, the land reform vhich here sets a

limit of sixteen hectares (about thirty acres) had had little effect.

Hovever, my host had a few more acres than that and had been labelled

a Zulak. *Is that a name to call me; do I look like a dangerous man?

I vas so angry I just eat in my house."

Nov Wake are no more. There le utili a machine and tractor station

in the vicinity, bat the villagers do not use it. wt.= cannot get the

vork done at the proper time.* rertilicer, which vas long scarce, is

available in adequato quantity. The compulsory deliveries at less

than market prices plus the heavy land taxee--abaut $40.00 a hectare at

the tourist rate--are still a source of complaint. Eut I vould gather

that, as compared with the Stalinist period, the mood in fairly favorable.

They told me that because of the relatively high cultural level of the

village there was no alcoholism. They
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nuked me if alcoholiza was a problem in the farm villages of the United States.

I told them that eile in the cities our people drank too much, in the country

it was the other way around.

Last year the Polos spent about Z13 billion for alcohol, mostly vodka.

By comparison, the land taxes yielded only about 714

My questions frequently provoked long debates over answers, but it uns a

merry party. They asked no the size of the farm on which I vas born. When I

told them 150 acres, they said, aOhl you ware indeed Melaka." When I slowed

down on the cake and sausages, my host °aid, aTou must fhlfill your plan.N

On the way hamo ve were stopped for speeding, and it developed that

our car did not hay* the required first-aid kit. Bat the driver told the

policeman that ha had an aAmerican professor" aboard. The cop stuck his bead

in, looked me over, grinned, and waved un on. An excellent system.

Tonight I had dinner with Harold Linder, Calvin Hoover, and the

DouglaesCaters. We talked, oddly enamgh, about Poland. The feeling of -Americans about

Socialism gloms much like that toward sex. There lo fascination, a desire

to look, and if possible to tauch, but no wish to become involved.

May 12

A further note or two on the visit to the villages and the agricultural

scene. In the lato forties the government started an intensive collectivization

drive, and a fairly large proportion of the farms --around 25 per cent of the

amble land aresr-swore forced into "cooperatives. In the new territories

to the vent there vere also a ribstantial number of state farms. Although the

collectives and the state farms were favored as to supplies and investment,
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results vero were most diecohrhgletg, Meanwhile, production on the remaining private

farms, in the absence of an adequate supply of factors and under the impact

of discriminatory taxation designed to force them into the collectives, was

stagnant Where it did not decline, and deliveries fell as the peasants ato

more and more of what they produced.

Since October 1956 the situation has changed radically. Farmers were

told they might leave the collectives, and four-fifths of those belonging

departed forthwith. The discrimination in taxation, and especially in the

supply of factors and funds to the private farmers, was dropped. Since 1956

farm output has been rising, and the new policy is regarded as at least one

fruit of the Gomulka era that has proved itself.

The villages we visited yesterday had a tidy look of well-being. The

older houses were of heavy timber with n deep, beautiful thatch. The more

recent ones were mostly of brick. The farmyards were tidy and full of healthy-

looking livestock. The cows, mostly Holsteins, were of good quality, and the

calvos shoved the virtues of artificial insemination. However, those villages

were better than the average, I nm sure.

This morning I haAlmy first lecture. It was not a resounding success.

The audience nt the outset was mostly of faculty members. After I vas well

started a bunch of students cams riiiihlki; in as though in answer to a riot call.

I cannot persuade myself that the lecture vas widely understood. I am glad

that I did not have to listen to it in Polish.

After the lecture I fell into conversation with ayoung professor who

took part in the Lor uprising and Who vas seriously wounded fighting just

outside the building: whore ho now teaches. (The University is on the banks
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of the Vistula and was ono of the centers of the conflict.) Although be

is not a party member and bas lived in the West, be was not bitter about

the failure of the Russian:3 to intervene. Re thought they rocognized that

the uprising was designed to anticipate them and was in degree directed

against them. Therefore, they had a right to keep their bands off. By

contrast, be van very critical of the romantic etrategio concepts of the

London Poles who assumed that the uprising would give them power against the

Russians. No government so completely astride the Soviet lines of communication

could have appreciable Autonomy at this timo. BO thought the Czechs had been

wiser. They postponed their revolt until it was safe. The only 6zge in

Prague vas to one mirror and two glass doors.

Until October 1956 be had. boon forced to conceal hie participation in

the uprising because of the suspicion it incurred.

Thin afternoon I called at one of the ministries to give the Minister

a book and a letter of greetings from Haberlor. The Minister vas obviously

pleased and urged ma. to call back Again. I must try to ovoid giving him the

impression that Haberler is in accord with all aspects of Polish economic

policy.

Thereafter I cabbed come checimee—Poland is not inexpensive--end then

went to look for a bookstore Which is .supposed to be exceptionally good.

I could not find it.

Mostly I reflected on the drnbnoes of life. One gets tho impression

that people -put on a very brave front, but only as the result of infinite

effort. I looked into a toy Shop which had the worst trinkets imaginable

at very high prices. There was a long game before what I took to be a





drtm shop, although I cm not sure. There are vita a few soldiers, mostly

officers, on the streets, but they aro not very noticeable, for many of the

civilians wear a green-khaki coat that bas the appearance of a uniform.

I think the main thing to be feared from planners like Harris is the

colorless character of the eociety they would foist upon us) The people

of Poland have more liberty than variety.

/n the late afternoon I had a visit from a Polirh novelist. He was

anxious to know how and by whom I had been invited to Poland. Finally he

blurted out: *Surely you are not a Marxist, aro youlu I told him I wasn't

but that I might be distinguiebod from some non-Marxists by a realization

that Poland had certain problems of location to contend with. He nodded..

I had dinner tonight at the British Embassy. Afterwards We had a long

talk about events since 1956. Th,r.British ambassador has good -.

analytical sense and gave an able exposition of the recent history. He thinks

that in recent months there has been a marked move in the direction of

realignment with the Soviets. I asked him about an alternative hypothesis,

namely, that the government is making the right noises on foreign polig7

while using its autonomy to get ahead with needed changos on the economic

front. He thought this at least possible.

The Ambassador pointed out that the Poleo are the only eastern bloc

people with whom all questions—including questions of party ntrategy with

party members-,-can be freely discussed. Others have made the same point.

While the Ambaesador is goodot least one member of his staff is a primeval

idiot.
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Mezr 13

Avery long day. Thin morning I vent to the Yugoslav E3basty for my Vie.%

Like every other building in Warsaw, it is boing built (or rebuilt). They

bad boon duly advised by Belgrade, end my visa wan /trued forthwith.-althaugh

I was courteously relieved of Z100 as a ntax." Than I went to the U. S.

Mmbasay next door and picked up a parcel. The merino guard, clearly a lad

of intelligence, was reading a copy of American Capitalism. I told him he

would go far, even in the Marines. Then I went to vieit the School of Planning

and Statistics. It in two or three kilomotore from the center of Warsaw in

one of the less devastated parto of the city and Is a bugs establishment.

(It dates from 1906 when, as the result of the Czarist concessions of that

period, a school of economics, as it was then called, becamo possible.)

Now the students nimber some thousands and the buildings—plan but light,

airy, and more attractive than most--aro huge. Most are of postwar construction

or reconstruction. A main part of the curriculum is the training of plant

managers--"the Harvard Business School of socialiam," one professor observed.

Economics, etatistics, and foreign trade are among the other fields of

specialization.

I visited the Rector, a fine scholar of the old school--be recently

succeeded Oskar Lenga--and the Pro-Reotor, and nado the school a present of

a half dozen books. They were much pleased. Then we had coffee and discussed

the students-'they are unIntorested in politics, marry before they can properly

support a wife, and have more time for studies now that they are on state

scholarships. Foreign trade, because of its prospect for overseas travel, is

the moot popular field. Businoss management is not especially popular,
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although lt pays slightly better than other fields. One of the professors

remarked that the pressure for a doctrinaire egalitarianism was much stronger

in Poland than in %slain.

I toured the school and library in company of a succession of faculty

members and ended up with a professor of businesu organization who, somewhat

unpredictably, vas also head of the school trade union. I asked him whom ho

bargained with on wages, and he replied: "Oh, all of that is centrally

determined." I tried to get from him what the union did, but he was not

very responsive. I fear he. is no John L. Levis.

Ho is, however, a most delightful man, and after shoving no some fine

first editions in the library—Hobbes and Condorcet among othero—valked with

me back to town. On the way ve stopped at bis apartment and had a vodka or

two. He told me that only a Polish government which proclaims its independence

of Germans and Russians can haTe the support of the people. Given a choice

between Germans and Russians, he thinks the first are the most to be feared.

He sAys the fear of war in a phobia In Poland and that Poland is the worst

country in the world to govern because of its two hundred odd years of experience

in resisting all government. He said he had difficulty understanding the

difference between Democrats and Republicans, wanted to know if Stevenson

would run again, and if I thaughtthe case method vas scientific. To the last I

said no, and he said he agreed.

I had had very little breakfast, and with all of this I had barely time

to get to the Polish Economic Society for tea and my lecture. This lecture,

on countervailing power, vent much better. Lange presided; the audience vas

much more mature and followed me closely. Afterward the questions lasted for
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:labour or more. The latter ranged from fairly straight Martian dissent to

sympathetic queries an to details. One perceptive scholar asked why more

western economists did not accept so obviously sensible a resolution of

the paradox of power instead of relying on competition. Lange brought no

home, and I gave bim my last copy of Dorfman, Samaeleon, and Seim which

he wanted badly to ses, and a carton of English cigarette which I remembered.

his wife favored. Finally, about 930, I got my first legitimate meal of the

dm. Ham and eggs only.

Notes on the way of life. A bus rido costs about three cents at the

tourist rate. The streets are so clean that in the moonlight they shine.

The workmanship on the buildings is very poor--the woodwork is cheap, the

floore are badly laid, and the masonry ie poorly joined. During the var years

the School of Economics, like all institutions of higher learning in Poland,

was banned by the Germans. So it operated clandestinely as a secondary school.

Whorl the Germane inspected it, economies became commercial arts or bookkeeping.

The degrees then granted were later affirmed.

May 14 

Today was n holiday at the University while it celebrated its 150th

anniversary. I attended by invitation of the Rector, and the ceremonies

began with formal introductions in the Pa/ais Jean Casimir, the main building

of the University. A large number of foreign visitors vers on hvni, and the

army of academic robes and gowns was brilliant. As a kind of unattached

visitor I was assigned a place, together with a visiting Indian and one or

two other miscellaneous typos, just behind the Pro-Rector of Peking, the

Pro-rector of Hamburg, and the representative of the University of Dater Mongolia
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in the academic procession. The ropresentativi of Outer Mongolia had something

of the academic aspect of Tony Galonto. I thought ha vas worried abott tang

photographed with no. Tho only American university officially represented

was Columbia whose representative had boon shipped over from Munich. Ee

obviauely felt very badly about not having academic attire or decoration—which

bad bean specified in the invitation--so ho had put his Phi Met? Kappa key

in his buttonhole. BO looked extremoly silly.

The procession wound slowly through the University groands to the

auditorium, with many pauses en routs,. Hearing me speak English, the Chinese

representative appealed to me for come language assistance. He is a Chicago-

trained physicist and sent his regards to Cavort, Doty, and Edsoll whom ho

not under the auspices of Cyrus Eaton.

The proceedings mostly escaped no. The Bostor, who evidently had something

to egy about academia freedom and traditions, was vigorously applauded. The

Minister of Public Instruction, e politician of the general appearance and

build of the late Paul Dever, =3 accorded perfunctory applause. I got moro

of hie speech, save sano references to Marx and Lenin.

The crowd shoved its political preferences in an interesting way when the

various representatives wore called to present their credentials. The winners,

by far, were Paris and Poking, although the latter owed something to his

fine appearance and to the fact that be presented a great silk banner as his

greeting. Columbia and Moscow came toge thor and won about the same reaction.

There was a conspicuous coolness for the representative of the Karl Marx

University of Leipzig.

The honorary degrees were distributed between East and West--Geneva, Oslo,

Prague, etc.—and seemed to te nonpolitical so far as I could tell.



•
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Zventually the proceedings paled, and during an inte=ission I slipped

out. I had coffee with two women members of the faculty of economics, one

of whom did her graduate work in Russia. She hopes soon to come to the U. S.

Ile discussed why wage and income differentiae aro narrower in Poland than

in the U.S.S.R. She thought it becalm Poland has a more self-conscious and

politically sensitive labor force. It is her view that the differential

ohould be much wider. The Russian professorial salaries are well known in

Poland. They are typically about ten times as high as Polish salaries.

Por meals this hotel serves only ham and owe, and I had my usual lunch

of those and some vodka. Then I vas picked up by the Austrian minister with

whom I had a long talk at biz Legation. However, much of it was devoted to

Genera European policy. He thinks the Polish prospect is fairly satisfactory.

At six we went together to the Pants Jean Casimir at the University to

a reception given by the Rector. I saw a great many people that I knew—it is

amazing how quickly one's acquaintances increase in a town of this ass. The

Rector of the University of Breslau pressed no very strongly to visit him.

I mot Hrs. Stanislav Ossowati whose husband is this year at Harvard (Adams

Rouse G-12). Professor Schiller of Ranburg joined ma, and later some Polish

economists—from the University and Planning Board. I invited them all to

dinner at the Bristol, and the party continued until midnight. We ranged

over the problems of the U. S., West German, and Polish economies. One of

the Polish economists and I had a long discussion of pragmatic approaches to

socialist planning. Ea asked me how I would run Poland within a broadly

socialist framework. I replied that I would keep agriculture private since

both capitalist and socialist experience showed the difficulty of applying
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sociallem to this sector. For large enterprises 1 argued that the critical

question was managerial autonomy and not ownership. The state should,

according/y, be most concerned with how to grant autonomy to such enterprises.

Such autonomy need not extend to investmenttcgrogates.

Trade and all business, I =mooted, should be the grounds for debate.

However, I mast say I have difficulty seeing the rationale for public ownership

in this area. Fewest rich; the market incentives obviously make people work

hard. And if agriculture must be private, the acquisitive mentality, which vili

certainly exist here, vili not be unique.

R7 friend vas mach interested. Be said he thought Poland vas moving

toward some such formala. Eat first he noted--as evoryona else dose--that

something must be dona to get price and vage relatives straightened out.

I asked why the workers state treated the peasants yell and the workers

less veil--a fact clearly shown by the statistics. He replied that this vas

Marxism accommodated to practical necessity.4 In other words, the peasants

occupy the position of strategic power in a country heavily dependent on their

willingness to produce efficiently.

A very interesting evening. Schnappes and dinner (without vine) for

five vas about Z600, which is around $24 at the tourist rate.

Ono economist earlier in the day told mo of a Polish airplane which kept

losing its wings. Finally, a rabbi vas consulted, and he told the designer

to perforate the wing where it had been breaking off. This seemed like

implausible advice, bat the rabbi was influential. And his advice worked.

Tho designer vas sufficiently improseed to ask him how he knew. The rabbi

replied, Vast look at our toilet pap's. It never tears at the perforation.'
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Technical noto: The "accounting rate" of interoot which is charged on

invostmont ranges from seven to ton per cant. The rato for savings la vorr

low— two or throe per cont. This economists bolievo should be much higher.

Rey 15

This morning I went to the Instituto of Agricultural Economics whore I

had n long talk with officials. The head who wag; (I think) a Marxist gave me

n stronger defense of the past nias of post war agricultural policy than any

I have yet hoard. However, it wao far from boing unqualified.

The cooperative or oollectiTisation program, in his viet0 was not towel:). its

"organio setting." I gathered that this is another vay of saying it vas

pressed too fast too hard. In the grain producing areas it worked bettor than

on the livestock or mied faros. It was also a desirablo and in some respects

a necessary policy where the property in question had formerly boon a cingla

largo ostato and banco had but one cot of buildings. It worked better in the

progressivo vest than in the loos advanced east. A choice as to the typa of

colloctivo was given to the peasant -- the rang* being from the holding of

virtually all assets in common as in the U.S.S.R., to nor* limited typos roch

as individual ownorship of livestock and collective production of grain.

The limited typos worked bettor than the total colloctivos.

In the region of Poznan of about 1000 collectives, somewhere around a

half survive. These were either former large ootatos or collectivoo which

confined them:elves to cooporativo grain production. In Broslau district,

whore the production was moro mixed awl the collectives mora comprehensive,

the number dropped from 1000 to 75 in October 1956. In eastern areas the
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number of collectives was always; relatively tmall.

I flaked if the experiment could bo considered over. He said the next

stop would como much moro slowly and, in effect, on the basis of voluntary

ecooptanco of tho pennants. This will indeed be slow, I imagine.

Ho saw no great futuro for stato farming. Most state farms, which are

administered in groups of throe to five, are in the new territories in the

wont. There is still a lack of enthusiasm for ownership in these areas.

There is a good deal of confusion in Polish agricultural thinking as

the discussion this morning brought out. The importance of raising

agricultural productivity is citron:mod. Xut there is also worry about the

number of young people who aro leaving the farms, and you hoar it argmod

that peasant incomes must be good to keep people on the land,. Evogyone

agrees that Polish agriculture is over-populatod. These inconsistencies

one on occasion encounters in a single conversation.

This afternoon I strolled through the shopping area. It has suddenly

become very warm and a large crowd was out. There vas a long queue at a

stand where lemons were for Gale. In a food storo there wen) two other long

queues -- one I think for freshly ground coffee although I couldn't seo

without being obvious. I wont into the largest department atoro which vas

far from prepossessing. I was impressed by the energy with which people

dacha up the escalators until I saw that this was necessary for they were

not running. The merchandise looks wretchedly poor.

At four I was picked up by a professor and taken on a tour of the college

of agriculture and some stato farms. The main part of the college is in a

suburb, and about a kilometer distant from it our tubercular car (a Polish

model which everyone criticises) finally expired. We continued on foot and





looked at the institution, but I was unable to fora any very satisfac
tory

impression of its quality. Like arerything oleo in Poland one is put off

by the awful shabbiness. I don't really think irvas'vez7 good.

Eventually our car vas repaired and ve visited two or three state farms --

a couple of them with very large commercial orchards. I thought them

generally workmanlike and efficient in appearance but such conclusions are also

of small value. Al]. were ex-toato of cm-Polish nobility.

mr host told mo that graduates of the collego all vaut city jobs; that

Polish prospects ware poor — "we have to rebuild this country ovary tvanty

yours which is discouraging:" and that whibagricultural efficiency vas

increasing9policies had boon and were still excessively doctrinaire.

Thus na satisfactory small tractor had boon dereloped becausa, it was assumed,

the machine and tractor stations would supply all the power and this could be

in largo units. Nov, for the small farms, a small tractor la badly needed.

A terrific thunderstorm cut short our tour, end I returned to the hotel

for dinner. mr food habits are becoming a trifle monotonous. This hotel,

pending completion of the kitchen, corvos only ham and eggs as an ontróe

I have had these whenever I haro eaten hero and, although excellent, the

combinations aro somewhat limited. However, tonight I found I could bare

wainor-typs sausages. The vodka is extremely helpful.

Parther notes: The only professor with an automobile is Lange who drives

a black Buick. However, I imagine this is a porquisito of his position on the

State Council. At the university celobrations Lange commented on the

brillianoe end variety of the academic dress in contrast with Chicago.

wram sae the advantage of socialism whon it has feudal traditions."



.
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Kay 16

Thin morning I chatted with the people at the Embassy and went for a long

walk. ror lunch, instead of ham and on, I had same vodka and a Meaner

hoer. It was more interesting and seamed to be quite nutritious. Then I hind

a flies nap.

I lectured at six at the School of Planning and Statietics. On the Inv

into the lecture I fell into convereation with two men, one of my ago and one

older, who spoke English with a narked American accent. Zoth were American

Communists who had been deported to Poland -- ono after forty years in the

U. S. They seemed very homesick — one said he was attending the lectures to

hear au American voice. I felt sad.

The lecture was well attended and uneventtal. Afterward I vent to dinner

at the journalists' alab with a group of Polish economists. Waked about

pricing problems. A new and "final" price reform is now under way which, it

is hoped, will make it possible to accord inert:laced control over graduation to

the individual enterprise and to test performance by profits. Dow, since some

costs are in excess of prices at all levels of production, the best managers

are those which make the biggest loses. for they produce the most. In the

past incentives have been based on output which leads to the waste of materials

wrong
and labors zwrztzprodttot nixesjand other irrationalities. This reform

will to principally of producers' prices. It will not affect consumers, goods

prices greatly, for charges will be taken up by charges; in the turnover tax.

John Michael Maine, a Tale economist who has written an, price-setting

and other problems in the Polish °cone:milt very favorably regarded by the

Polish economists.



.



I vas askod if I had read th* new book by Baran utich is now being

translated into Polish. I confensod that I had not. It vas tuggestod that

Baran had writton vory astutely about the naturo of capitalist development.

I indicated that there might bp some opportunity for discussion here.

A story: In Bassin no one can speak his mind except lihrmshchev.

In Poland everyone can spoak his mind except Gomulka.

There was passing mention of the new Passim Sputnik and more of the

Trench crisis. \%

After dinner nt about cloven I uno picked top by the Ormsonle driver and

paid them a, visit for an hour or tvo. flow it is far past bed-tine but thanks

to my Chmrchill-type nap I an not very sloppy. I needed something to read today

and found a cheap edition of Frank Norris' The Ootanms from a Leipzig publisher.

The jacket =ye it is an especially vivid account of the grinding tendencies

of American capitalism. I would think it a littlo troublesome for the avorage

local render that the grindoes are 10,000-acre wheat ranchers. Capitalists

y.EulakuJ The jacket also 'explains, helpfully, that Barris' anarchistic

leanings in the novel are an "error."

NAT 1?

. This morning early, I packed ono bag, not ay ozoort from the Polish

Zconemic Society end journeyed across the Vistula to the Zast Station.

There ws took a train to Lublin. The train, consisting of two °laze's, vas

crowdod almost to Indian standards. On board I vas not by a second escort,

another charming VOMA31, from the Catholic Univorsity. I vas voll managed.

The train made its way at a negligible rato across the countryside --

much of it scrubby pine and poplar but some of it rather pleasant farm land.
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The villages are thatched and an occasional hauso is panted a polder blue --

a signe according to one of my guides, that it contains a, marriageable daughter.

Dvorywhoro the apple and cherry trees vero in blossom.

Wo got to Lublin about two and proceeded to the University which is just

across the street from the largo Party headquarters -- as one of

ny guides said.

I vas welcomed and given a nice lunch by the rather-jector -- vodka,

special Polish canap‘s, pork chops and red wino. I alto learned that the

University still fools a bit abused.. Its social science faculty vas closed In

1930 and pormission has not yet boon granted for reopening it -- although the

effect, charactoristically, is that the teaching continues under a different

ammo. The parochial ochools harts been closed although religious, moaning

Catholic, instruction lo now permitted in the public schools. I noted that

this vont rather further than would be considered fitting in the U. S. and,

indeed, than in all candor I would approvo. The resulting effort to

differentiate the situation of Catholic Poland from the secular U. S. vas

not very useful. I got the subject changad. Itir lecture was well attended.

but I fear that it was of no great interest or moaning to the majority.

The decline of competition cannot be of much interest to people who have nover

thought about competition before and never will again.

Dinner was at the flat -- very modest but vary clean and civilised --

of one of the professors. Several younger members of the faculty cano in,

and the discussion turned on, work abroad, the long delay in getting passpopts,

and the poverty of the students and university. (The mniversity is supported

by four special contributions each year in thecburches plus tho gifts of
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friends.) It is the only Catholic institution of itc kind, in eastern

Baropo.

I camp home early. Vo are housed in a fino, large nineteenth century

hotel --a pleasant and spacious change after the compact modern rooms of

the Grand Betel in Warsaw. There was n slight contretcmno when we discovered

they had, logical/3r enough, made up two beds in the bedroom (one for myself

and one for my guido) and nono in the large living room ¡ditch I occupy.

Things ¡taro straightened out.

The polios patrol in pairs hero with slang riflos. There is a soft

drink in Poland called Agricola.

MAY 18 

Sunday morning In Lublin. Bright sunshine, scrabbed children in Sander

best, breakfast of brown bread and coffee; at the next table throe girls of

the town who looked as though they had had buoy night -- exceeding their

norm; outside the public radio playing Bnglieh songs.

Lublin is one of the oldest citleo in Central Europo tad after breakfaot

wo were token on n superior tour by a noting:ached local architect.

We visited the old. Dominican church, the cathedral, the old town with Italian

looking facades and the quito picturesque (but quite modern) castle beyond the

old walls. All interesting. All,, ineidontally, with plaques relating how

many Poles were tilled by the Germano in this spot or that or from this

particular institution. (Oar translator lost two brotherN) The recollection

of Nazi slaughter is the one thing which unites everyone in this poor country.

After our city tour vo vioitod some villages and thon at tvo o'clock

went to have lunch with the ?ather-Bactor of the Univorsity.





Also present, as a kind of co-host, vas the rector of the state vmiversity.

Ho aekod no if I know the difference between capitalism mnd socialism. la

capitalism man exploits man. In socialism it is just the reverso.

The lunch, preceded by cherry-colored vofta, was excellent. Mostly vo

talked of the problems and poverty of the students, and after lunch the rector

of the state university took no to see the hostels of his institution. The

buildings, like the university, are new and rather rough, and the ground

around Is yet umlandscaped. The students live six to a smallish room and

sleep in double-dock bode. There aro common rooms and clubrooms and at the

head of the stairs an open space with busts or photographs of Marx, Bagels,

Lenin (the °patron saints° someone said in passing), and various Polish

revolutionaries, as well as traditional Polish heroes. In the girls' hostel

I had a long discussion with six inhabitants of a room plus several visitors.

I naked them what- troubled them most (lack of bot unter) and what most

-worried the management (lack of discipline and the extreme proximity of the

male dormitory.) They vanted to know how many students slept in a.room at

garvard, when rIpiting hours were over, how much the scholarships were, and

whether our etgdoOs had n good cantoen. I was forced to improvise as necessary.

Then the Rootop--a Profeesor of Biology—toot ma to his flat to introftce

me to his wife. She is some twenty-six years younger than be, half Englith,

and a judge formerly of the local juvenilo and. now of the criminal court.

I asked bar about crime which sho saps is mora or less constant—about

ninety per cent being theft. Alcoholism is a gravo complicating factor

which she described as a most serious problem in .Polish social life and

one that will not be remedied until other goods bocomo abundant and Inexpensive.





(}ow a man cannot buy his family a decent living, so he does what he can

which is to get blind.) Alcoholiom among children is, she says, a mowing

and especially sad problem.

I told her that if ever I took up a criminal career I would hope to

patronise ber court. She replied that oho would be delighted to have me

as a customer.

Back at the Catholic University there was a cocktail party—Tagoslavian

vine to be exact—tolloved by a visit to the library. Tot to come this

evening is a lato dinner after which / take the sleeper to Cracow. I an

already very weary.

Kw. 1.9

I lind dinner last night with an architect in Lublin—it was pleasant and

almost sumptuous, and his flat (which he shared with two other families) was

amuse= of Polleh ceramics and art and of old booke—mostly Freneh first

editions on art and philosophy. Be showed them with much pride.

The train from Lublin to Cracow-enothar grant/ convaynaeo-;was'arofded but

ve had clean and pleasant berths in o, pro-war Wagon-Lits. I slept fitfully,

but this was partly because I had dined too well, We got to Cracow nt

about 7:30 this morning.

Wo were met and breakfasted by members of the Cracow branch of the

Zdonomi° Society and housed In a pleanant nineteenth century hotel--

wonderfully spacious in comparison '4th Warsaw modern. Then we want on a

tour of Cracow, guided by a professor of art and architecture—the Marionkirche

with fino stained glass and its magnificent carved altwpi6044 Wavel palace,
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the Cathedral, the old university, the market places. Cracow was undamaged

by the war—the Germane had to evacuate quickly to avoid boing cut off--

and it is truly one of the most beautiful cities in Europe.

After paying respects to the rector—a professor of the history of

art--we lunched at the journalists' club. At five I gave the first of three

lectures. The audience followed me closely, and the questions were friendly

and good. Unlike the Warsaw lectures there was a. fairly complete Polish

summary.

I had planned to give tut one lecture. However, three bad been scheduled

and I agreed to the change. Everyone was pleased when I said that I was

being exploited by the workers, state.

After the lecture I had an odd accident. With one or two of the

professors I strolled through the streete land parka—the latter are rich and

groan and bursting with lilacs—and then turned off close to my hotel.

Presently I discovered that / was not on the right street and also that / had

not noticed the name of my hotel. After some search I made my problem known,—

or tried to--in another hotel. The clerk, whose English vas highly exiguous,

took me to be a candidate for the local insane asylum. Ny not having noticed

the name of the hotel or strest seemed to him wholly implausible. it

presently he directed na to a hotel where I would be understood, which turned

out to be mine.

With the odd exception of tho Dotty Express, which I encountered the

other day, I have just seen the first English paper since my arrival. It le

the Daily Worker, and I suppose one should be thankful for very small blessings.

Daring the Hungarian revolt, it is said here, everyone behaved like
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oomeone else. Tho Russians behaved like Germano.

Poles. The Poles behaved like Czechs. The Czechs

Samuelson's Principles, is to be translated he

the last edition.

Last night in Lublin I investigated the position of lawyers in the

socialist state. A few practico privately. Ths rest are joined in collectives*

end foes ara charged for the group as a whole and divided. The principle may

come from Sullivan and Cromwell.

I learn that I was the object of quito a tughpof-war in Lublin between the

Catholic and the State University. 147 visit to the hostels of the State

University and to the Rector's flat helped keep things in, balance.

Everywhere I hear grateful comments on books received from CABE and the

Mdbassy.

The Hungarians behaved like

behaved like swine.

re. They are waiting for

Overcrowding in Cracow ls as serious as in Warsaw. Tho city has doubled
late thirties,

in population since theb=g and there has been little building. The churches

are also overcrowded, Olen on a weekday or veckdqr evening. However, Nay

and jhne are holy months.

MAY 20,

At nine I was taken to Nova Huts. some ten kilometers from Cracow to see

the now town and vast new steel complam. About 100,000 live in the town, all

new in the last eight years. The steel vorks--Huto, im Leninn officially,

although Lenin doesn't get mentioned in ordinary conversation--is immediately

adjacent and covers an area of some three or four square miles. A young

English-speaking engineer took us over the plant which, to my impractised eye,

vas impressive and fairly workmanlike. By our standards, however, it gives





the unmietakable impression of being:under-maintained, especially as to

paint and polish, and it could certainly do with a largor clean-up and

sweeping gang. One of my companions drew my attention to a decaying sign

urging completion of the Six Year Plan and noted that such propaganda was

now confined to the safety drive). I asked him if it had lost its effect

on the workers and be replied, "No. It never had any.

Nonetheless, this plint is obviously a source of considerable pride.

One engaging feature, however, is that the space between the endless

tanks of buildings, tracks, and stacks le heavily planted with trees. The

, Wept is to make it look a little like a steel plant in a park.

On the way back to Cracow vs visited a couple of interesting old

cbardhoe, and then / vas taken to see the Hector of the School of Economics.

He asked me about the tendency of class distinction in the United States.

I told him that I thought wealth was becoming less a source of prestige and

that intellectual achtmnment and politics wore becoming more important.

Be asked mo about the position of wientiste. I told him that the Sputniks

had been helpful and that ecientists were not a depressed caste.

Next I was received by the Mayor at the City Hall. He is a professor

of economics and queried me about my books. (I discover that a local

literary review has just devoted an issue to them, and hence everyone is

well briefed I an also beginning to get a glimmer of what it said.) I then

signed the visitors' register which has been kept continuously since the

thirteenth century. My inscription attracted general approval: "1,14y your

rover:nee always exceed every conceivable need."

I asked the mayor what were his most important problems. He said,
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"Housing, school's, and the deficit in municipal transport." Not new.

I tried to get al:datum of revenue sources. These .include municipal

utilities and would include rents except that these are abnormally by and

return little over cost. So the state has assigned some indastrial enterprises

to city management under the decentralization plan. I gather these are now

expected to make an important contribution.

Ny lecture, nt five, una in the Senate Room of the University. The

summary in Pollph and questions took until eight at which time I vas taken

to dinner by the profeosore. Conversation turned ou the Germans and the

occupation period—an endlessly recurring theme—and the treatment of the

University. All professore wore called to a lecture on the attitude of

the Gorman bccupation to science. Once assembled, all ware arrested and

taken to Saelasenhignen or Oranienburg. Release came only after a number of

professors had died and on intervention of the Italian government and the

Holy See.

My next neighbor, a Cornell-trained professor, lost his job in 1950 and

WAG rehabilitated only last year. / asked why he had been dismissed, and

ho said he didn't know -"Of course I'm not a Marxiet." I formed tbe

impression that one of his derelictions could bayo teen extreme dullness.

I got back to the boto/ tovard eleven, very tired and wltb a splitting

headache. Tomorrow I have another lecture and a trip to Warsaw, but first

we go (beginning at six) to see villages in the Carpatbinno.

WLY 22,

Ve loft at six this morning for a trip to Zdkapcna in the Carpathians
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about 100 kilometers from Cracow. The drive vas most pleasant: farms are

green, and the peasants were busy with spring seeding. Tb e rolling country

le in contract with the flat plaine around Warsaw, and the hills were spotted

with apple orchards in full blossom. The mountains are ggreatblo but

unspectacular. Zakopena is a resort town somewhat resembling a Swiss ski

center, and we bad breakfast at a milk bar that was over-run by young hikers.

I got a good picture or two of houses and native costumes.

By twelve we were back in Cracow when I had my third and final lecture.

Then after a into lunch we went to the station—the usual crowds—end with

the agile help of my professor escort I got a coat. The station and platform

were incredibly hot and co was the train, and I was badly dressed for it--a

heavy tweed apart jacket.

However, the train was fast and fairly inodoro, and I got some capper in

the restaurant car. This te something of a gamble when you do not know the

language and cannot even guess. Lki.t I guessed which was the table dt hate

and was right.

On the car, as in restaurants generally, the food vas heavy, with great

emphasis on potatoes, but well cooked and. agreeable. It is served with

precisely the elegance of a Canadian threshing bee. Dinner plus a bottle

of beer (warm but useful.) coot about Z130 or $1.60 at the tourist rate. I was

back in Warsaw at ton where I was met and brought back to the Grand Hotel Orbits.

In the Cracow station is a large mural of how rova Bata is to look

when finished. It is very brilliant and grand. The reality is a good deal less.

A well-informed individual hap given me an account of the economic policy

of the early fifties. Inveatment goodc were high in the six year plan, and in

1951 and 1952 the Korean tensions brought a great increase in armament

•
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investment. Admoting for tilo relatively low level of capital goods

prices, he think Poland vas investing about 40 per cent of national income

in 1952F—including defense. This brought a reduction in living standards

and, along with the collectivisation, cultivated the discontent which

culminated in tilo 1956 disorders and the ensuing change. lbw arma investment

has boon much reduced, but there is still a deep conviction that this

generation must save heavily for tilo not-'-Wo face twenty years of austerity.°

I asked him why this generation should give up co auch for the nezt--why,

since it isn't a question of starvation or physical privation, this generation

might not be given a better break at the price of a slower rate of growth. Be

said there was an increasing tendency to make this argument.

On tilo railroad from Cracow one passes two great enclosures with watch

towers and surrounding fencos--in one case with elaborate lights. Inside are

industrial plants and also barracks. The guard towers now seem abandoned,

and the gates of one enclosure wore open. Put one inagidid a sinister past.

On the train I saw the only Bussinn soldiers since I have been here--

apart from the officers whom one encounters at the hotel.

Haz 22

Ny last lecture was at ten at the University. The attendance was good
which was

and tilo discussion, alert and friendly, lasted until about noon. Then with

one of the women professors I called by invitation on Lange at the Parliament.

The chamber was in session, and we listened to a speech or two while Lange--

who sits on the ministerial bench—was being told of our arrival. About half

the coats wore filled. In close parallel with western democracy no one was
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paying the slightest attention.

Lange and I chatted for half an hour and then I went on to a luncheon

given by the -cov.nsellor of (the U. S.- Enbassy. It vas an interesting

group including a correspondent for the Party impure a professor, and

the head of the foreign section of the trade uniono—an eretwbile American

union organiser and Communist party member who returned tame years ago to

Poland. There was the usual frank discus:lion of Polish economic problems.

The Polish Party people ware very critical of the management of plants and

enterprises. All were much interested in my impressions, and I did not pick

up much that was new.

After lunch I visited the Polish Economic Society and inscribed copies

of various books to poople—Leontief to the nowly.elected Denn of the

Faculty of Economics, ruesenborry to the Secretary of the Polish Economic

Society, and lesser works to others. (To Mrs. Massal4ta of the Society, who

has been m3 friend, counsellor, and guide, I gave a compact. In spite of

herself I think she preferred it to a book.)

At fire I vas to be interviewed hy the overseas English service of the

Polish radio. Eat after some reflection I declined. The questions, which

they bad given me in advance, were quito innocent. Bat any overseas radio

operation is for propaganda purposes. I suspect that scholarly goals are

best served by avoiding even the appearance of such involvement. I wouldn't

advise a Polish professor who is in the U. S. to go on the Voice of America.

In connection with these matters I bad a long talk with a former American

Communist party member who vas either deported to Poland name years ago or

who left in anticipation of immediate deportation. He has iren a lot of





Polish workers and is an old and emperioneed party worker and organizers

Ho SAVO the worker:, aro in a difficult mood. If asked, they wauld say, with

all sincerity, that they are against a retara to capitalism. But they aro

equally against the present regina. Tho groat mistaka, he believes, was in

the promises that were mado daring the Si: Year Plan. These wore taken

seriously, and at first the workers responded. Pat when the better life did

not materialize they were disappointed and disillusioned. He criticised the

government of talking of its machines, which ara vastly inferior to those of

American factories. Where it had a point—welfare and paid college education

for workers' families--it is silent.

I asked him what the workers wanted. He said, "I don't really know--

just a batter ltfo, They vant a vet= that works. They don't knew what

that is.

Finally, I asked him how he found his own life in Poland. He said,

oTho ¡fork is interesting enough. Eut If you want the truth, I'm homesick

as boll."

He told ms his wife and child have just got a visa to visit the U. S.

Now he has to struggle to get a Polish omit permit for them while the U. S.

vlea is still valid. I don't get much satisfaction out of the situation of

any man who is serving a life sentence. He undo an interesting conversational

slip. "My wife was mover a Communist, She is quite honest.°

Tonight a final dinner from the Polish Economic Society. It was in a

restaurant in the Old Town in the collar of a building that once belonged

to Jakob Zagger the Rich. (The last of the ruggers, 80 and without

is a vina-taster for the government.) The dinner was most cordial and even



.
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merry. I had a long talk with Lange. He thinko the long-run problems

between Communist and non-Communist countries will far more involve China

than Russia. He says the sense of resentment in China over exclusion from the U.N.,

over Formsta,, and thas,10. continued quasi-lsolaticn is very great. We also

talked of Polish economic matters but covering ground already discussed.

Many affirm the ammmoly of the way the workers' state discriminates, relatively

at least, against the workers. Since Poland has a highly intelligent vowing

force, as well as a highly developed intelligentsia, these are the politically

decietve groups in the community. The poor deal accorded these groups seems to

no politically incomprehensible. The price elacticity of fraPPI.V evngriculturn1
products
is high so, probably, it is good business to treat the peasants yell. If goo

the on* course is to stretch out the industrialisation period!--let this

generation have some of the gains rather than reserving them for the next.

But there seems also to be a Calvinist conviction that there must be sacrifices

now. These are not, incidentally, for military purposes. Everyone seems to

agree that Poland does not now need to make large military investments.

However, judging only from the soldiers one seen, the military budget mast

still be considerable. I haven't seen recent figures.

Note on lunch: The slow male came up for discussion. A local

university professor said, °The reason is simple. It's the censorship.

A correspondent for the Party paper and one or two other officials argued

that there was none--only inefficiency.

Nr American Communist friend asked me what I thought of Howe Bata which

be had visited. I told him I thought it looked fairly workmanlike but dirty.

Be said that in the past it had boon ridiculously overstaffed but that this
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had been remedied. As to the plant hausekeepirg, he said it vas terrible.

DIn the United States any decent union would try to managtment, 'Cleanup

this place or we pull out the men.'"

At dinner a couple of oconomiote made an impressive point. One said,

the other agreeing, aWis have argued against our more orthodox colleagues that

there cnn be sustained growth under capitalism. Nov with the recession 1,9

already hear it said that ve were wrong. Do you realize what a test this is for

your economy?*

A note from yesterday: Whilo coming down from the mountains the ear

radio wad playing a Russian song. Hy companion said, *It is almost a welcome

change. Until two years ago we hoard nothing else. Nov we have only

American and Wrench jazz,*

My 23
this morning

At a little after eight/I vas taken to the airport by two of my

economist bosta, and after various formalities took off for Belgrade. The

plano stops en route at BuAnpest and proceeds to iirano from Belgrade if

there aro passengers for or at the latter outpost. The plane is a Soviet

type, somewhat resembling a small Convair, and as I write it is flying

adequate/7. At the exchange control I had to show qy money and was sent back

to spend a remaining Z100 that I still had. The only Purchasable commodity

was chocolate with which I nm now adequately supplied.

One or two further observations on Poland. Only once vas there a

commotion of secret policy activity. A. foreign diplomat with whom / talked

(not U. S.) said his house vas not safe and ho kept the radio going while we





conversed. Nothing Nothing that he said seemed very dangerous by Polish standards,

and it is my overall impression that the police, if they do listen, must

be astonished when they hear spything that isn't seditious.

More generally, the problem of Poland le that of reconciling a very

high state of intellectual achievement with a very low level of economic

life. The latter has become a source of groat dissatisfaction which manifests

itself in the widespread and uninhibited criticism. On the one hand is a

narrow and restrained economic life. On the other a brilliantly critical

intellectual life. Geography mates a sociallet economic order more or less

of an imperative. And even the least reconciled do not talk of great change

and certainly not of capitalisa.

While friendship for the U.S.S.R. is an imperative, even the most ardent

Communists with whom I talked consider themselves Poles first. This in a

point of first importance for the United States. Certainly the notion that

all Communists take their orders willingly and automatically from Moscow--.

Tito of course excepted—can bo a prime source of error.

Finally. It is hard to over-estimate the desire of the Polish intellectuals,

again including a good many members of the high burecalc2407 and press, and in

particular of course the university community, to be considered part of the

West. Ter the university, incidentally, it it difficult to exaggerate the

rolo that the Ford Foundation is playing as a window to the West. Literally

everyone you encounter is dremming of a visit to the English or U. 50

universities. Without this prospect one imagines that life for quito a foie,

especially of the younger people, would seem hopelessly grim and uninviting.

A "Ford Fellowship le the new Jerusalem.
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mr lectures aro to be published as a book in Poland and both translation

and publication have been arranged. Many apologies have been made for the

inability to transmit rayaltiee, but they are to accumulate to my account

in zlotys. So I shall be covered come the revolutiong

Later

We arrived in Belgrade about noon. We taxied up to the ramp by a

literal museum of ancient planes including a Fokker tri-coter. I Vas

welcomed by a cordial delegation headed by Dr. Stanavnik, and wo drank

Turkish coffee while formalities were being completed by proxy. Then we

drove into Belgrade where I am most pleasantly housed in a small hotel

overlooking the erstwhile palace and the park. Dr. Stanovmik and I had

lunch and a long talk on a great number of problems of mutual interest.

His great concern is with what he calla pragmatic Marmitn--the effort to

rationalize socialist economic organization by etripping off the influence

of irrelevant or obsolete ideology. We started a gloat many bares during

lunch which I hope we can catch this week.

After a nap I waked for an hour or two through the main shopping streets.

The contrast with Warsaw could scarcely be more striking. The stores are

filled with goods and, partly since there are more imports, they seem to be

of far better quality. There is mora traffic and the people lack the drab,

uniform appearance of Poland. It le immediately evident that this is a

far less egalitarian society.

The difference is in the cafes, the chestnut tre along the streets,

and above all in the varied, pleasant buildings of a (slightly) older European
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city. These are wonderfully MOTO agreeable th-n the eta eocinl mall=

of Warsaw. And oven the latter, of which there Is come in the parts of

the city that were damaged, is Defter and leae severe than in Poland.

One disappointment. I vas to have had a session with Tito, bat it

has been cancelled. The explanation was candid. There are other Americans

coming to town whom he cannot see. In turning them down he thought it

better to avoid seeing no. From the context I imagine my competitors are

probably some politicians.

At dinner time there wne a severe storm, and utile making mylay into

the hotel restaurant I met a tall, handsome, and (by the standards of this

part of the world) very woll-dreseed woman 4 her late twenties. She seemed

to be sheltering from the rain. She smiled and atked me hots long I had bean

in Belgrade. I told her and invited her to have a cocktail with me. This

led on to supper.

She makes her living boing agreeable to vlsitors, moro especially those

at the lose brassy hotels. She live': with her parents, both office workers,

but has a mall apartment for more relaxed moments. The work is not

demanding, and she attributed her goad looks to the fact that She gets a

lot of rest. She says she mete an interesting class of people of whom, on

the whole, the finds the Germans best combine affectionate and gentlemanly

manners with intellect. After dinner I etrolled with ber to bar apartment

bat then discontinued my research with a small gift. This ums somewhat

against uy inclination, even as a reputable family man, bat intho course of

conversation she had mentioned the unfortunate ubiquitouenees of police

varvelllance in "these Communist countries," and thin, along with the novelty





of my eurroundingsoobliged no to e measure of caution. Also there bas been

the religious revival nt Harvard.

Mar 24

A most interesting day. Thie morning I etrolled around Belgrade looking

for pictures and famnd a few interesting people and street scenes. Then at

ten I called by appointment on the Undersecretary of the Planning Board.

We had a long and informative talk punctuated ty echnsppoo and coffee.

He thinks the greatest accomplishment of the 7ºgoolavs has boon in breaking

through the cruet of backwardness and getting the industry that le necessary

for sustained growth. The worst problems are the continuing imbalance in

the external position and. the tendency (as in Poland) formers gaine to

accrue to peasants than to vorkers. Wo also taked about time preferences

in planning—how much should be sacrificed in the present for a higher

living standard in the distant future. The Thcoslavs are not so Calvinist

as the Polos. They aro committed to supplying consumers, goods, including

important ones, in the present. Tito has said that those vho von socialism

should enjoy some of its fruits. The great current argument is over haw

much reliance should be placed on foreign aid rnd foreign assistance. Should

this be taken while the taking is good and for the maximum effect on living

standards as well as investment? Or should there be economic independence,

at a lower level, in order to protect political independence?

Same of these matters were discussed later nt an informal session at

Dr. Stanovnik's Institute. (The discussion van very gay and easy-going.)

After lunch I was taken for a drive deep into the heart of Serbia to the south
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of Belgrado. Belgrado. It is gently and then moro steeply rolling country yielding

eventually to mountains. The farms aro mall and primitive but look productive

as do the vineyards. Wo visited the tombs of the kings of Serbia and

Thgoslavta. All seamod to be immigrants.

Aleo we passed the place where 80,000 YUgoslavs0 including Jaws, yore

shot by the Germans during the war. A town nearby still forbids Germans,

East or West, to remain over night.

My companion, a young intellectual:rum the Institute, told ma the fallowing:

(1) The police aro no longer a factor in life,

(2) That, on the whole, intellectusle fool tolerably wall satisfied

with their situation and frosdam,

(3) That the favorito American novolists aro Hemingway and Falkner

and the best playwrighto aro Henry Millar nad Tonnossoo Williamc.

I had dinner with the Stanovnikis in a dolightful restaurant on a hill

near Belgrade. I gave Mrs. Stanotat a compact which I think she liked and

we had a long talk about the reasons for, and reliability of, American aid.

I saw Tito today. Ba vas procoeding at a high speed in a four car

convoy when us mot him. A motorcycle outrider moved us off the road and to

a slop while he passed. Tito looked wall -- if I saw the right man.

After the austority of Poland I still find myoolf ravelling in the

luxury of tifo bore. Excellent food and wino, good service and people who

seem to bo enjoying themselves.

IV 245 

Ws went today to look at farms and villages to the north of Belgrade.

It was a beautiful cool summer Sunday, end youth day, and Marshall Titols
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birthday to boot. Zveryono vat out -- °von the pontant vo=en lookod well-

dressed and handsome. Youngsters wen, everywhere in jertoyo and shorts, the

girls making a point of extreme abbreviation. Ou tho several roads into

Belgrado a rolay race was in progress. The winning baton vas to be doliverod

to the Marshall.

Vo drove in a Pobedn north to Eovi Sod and then on nearly to the Eungarian

border. This country, the Danubian plain, is 10701, rich and pleasant but far

from exciting. The villages, whore the pleasant. live, are exceedingly large --

cometimos numbering 10,000 people and in between aro correspondingly groat

strectches of open land without houses. They travel groat distances to their

land.

I had hoped to wandor through some villages and old towns, and take

pictures, and I had made my wishes) tolerably clear. Bat the socialist

inevitable happened — an experiment station, a bybrid corn breeding station,

an irrigation experimental farm and a stato farm. Those are the only presentable

culture. Incidentally, the oxperinont stations seemed very good — far bettor

equipped, moro workmanlike), and mero solf-confident than those I say in Poland.

Indeed they were quite impratisivo.

At midmorning we had sohnappes and yams:nth( and at noon an opulent meal

in Novi Sad with moro alcohol. Thon we bad wine and soda during the afternoon.

I consumed lightly, having regard to the hot weather and drowsiness, and one

of my hosts asked if we were unecoustated to drinking in the United States.

One of my guides had been an exchange student in plant gonotics at the

Univorsity of Illinois. Re was e monument to the virtues of thio enterprise.
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I arrived back in Belgrade very late for a party given by one of the

cultural attaches at the Embassy. It vas a nice and typical American

party wi)tbru very well-groomed, slim, end attractive young wives getting

systematically stewed.

Thorp is some excitement over the telegram, a birthday greeting from I

to Tito implying he isn't a fascist beast. Tho Doselans obviously do themselves

endless! harm -- especially in the countries close at band. / am tempted to

think, on the basis of my tour, that Poland and Yugoslavia are unique in Europe

for the absence of anti-Amarktalismr.. Tor this, Ruseian foolishness is to

be thanked. One of my guides today was a former Partizan and an old

Oonnuniet. When I happened to say, anent something or other, that the

Bastiane bad really born the brunt of World War II, ba promptly jumped on MO.

What about that peat with the Germans before the var? Anyray, lock how they

oven defeated at the beginning. They couldn't organize a front until they

got British and American supplies. When I expressed doubt on the latter

paint he vats adamant although be conceded that Bussian manpower losses had

been high. He concluded the argument by saying, °Of course, I admit that

you should do something about Dulles.°

Passing an airfield outside of Belgrado in the morning our attention

vas drawn to masses of red poppies which stretched in a solid carpet,

cunningly to the horleon. / pointed out that theca flowers cupported the

regime. One of 117 companions responded without a moment's hesitation,

°Bat it is not required. A hundred flowers can bloom.

A, current YUgoslavc statement of the difference between capitalitm

and socialism: °Oapitalitm makes social mistakes and socialisa makes

capital mistakes.°
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At last an easy day. I got up late and vorked on my lectures and later

went for a stroll. I an still impressed by the air of vell-being and by the

number of good-looking and well-groomed women. At tvelve I gave my first

lecture. The room was packed and with a good aumbor of high officials --

also a sizeable delegation from tuo Ilmbassy. By arrangement there was no

discussion of this lecture, it being purely historical. although I was

challenged in a friendly 'lay for citing Joan Robinson on Marx's view of

Say's Law.

I lunched with some of the economic staff of the Embassy. Thoy aro well

impressed by the viability of the Thgoslav economy as cm I on brief

observation.

In the evening I vent to a reception at the Embnsgy-- small and pleasant

and then on to dinner with two high Tmgoslav economic officials. Both are old

part/sane and both bad bad a period of postwar sorvice in tlashington.

The result. which I believe to be almost invzriable. was a deep interest in

American politics and folkways. Both ara strong Tm.goslav nationalists but

also more than half American in outlook and interests. !lathing in this part of

the world strikes one with more force than the existence of pro-American

Communists.

Wo discussed agricultural matters and the danger of leaving agricultural

policy to the technical agriculturalists. Ws also discussed the time discount

system of the socialist state. They affirmed tho Yugoslav view that life

should be enjoyed in the present. In their view the crass of socialism has

been deeply damaged by those who call for severe sacrifices indsfintely
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continued so that at some remote tatare dato there will be general

affluence.

Ve dined at the Metropole -- a vast, newly completed hotel of most

1=r/cue aspect. Be workers, barracks this.

Hy second lecture was uneventful with a good attendance. The American

Ambassador was present although I cm not sure be found the subject

fascinating.

In the afternoon I mot for two or three boars with fifteen or twenty

professors and assorted intellectuals. The :abject was the nature of the state

in the United States. A very interesting and highly =dogmatic discussion.

The Yugoslays are much concerned with discussing what is to be retained and

what is to be rejected fron Mar:. There io much more theoretical discussion

of this sort here than in Warsaw. Preoccupation in Vars.= is far more with

the practical problema.

• In the evening I had dinner with two U. S. girls who are wandering through

Yageslavia and afterward took them to have coffee and strawberries at the

Metropole. There we had a discussion of agricultural policy with one of the

Carats of Coon Rapids, Iowa. Ha is busy selling hybrid corn to the

Satellites. But nothing much new,

When the Metropole vas mentioned, in convereation yesterday, someone

said, "Ahil Yes. Wo believe it to be the large:11 whore house under socialist

management in the world.
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Hy third lot:taro today want about as usua/. A. =mbar of high government

and Party people wore on hand, and than, is to bp a central discussion

following my final lecture tomorrow. I lost the U. S. Ambasohdor but picked

up the Canadian.

The head of the U.S.1.S. mice= gave no a luncheon which included two

or threo leading Ittgoslav economists -- both Marxists and one a lending Party

theorist. Ve discussed the ro/ovance of modera wontern economic theory to

the problems of economic planning. They tuggentod that noo-Keynesian

modols wore the most important maoroeconomio guide and that the Leontief

input-output system, given the aggregato grotto, vas especially important

as &planning:nodal. One suggested that Leontief vas more important for a

socialist than a capitalist economy and added an intorosting observation:

rrou might bear in mind that if the Soviets had behnvod wisely, Loontief

would bevo remained. in Russia. His work mould then have boon done in its

logical context."

Ve had a long discussion about what American books should be translated --

an enterprise which assists. The Tagoalavs held out for the best

theoretical and technical books oven though the circulation lo anal.

*Otheawite, soma of our best people, who do not road tnclish, will road only

the Marxien literature. They don't necessarily wish to be dogmatic. They have

no opportunity to be otherwise." The people argued for boobs of

more genoral interest and appeal. 1 thought the Yugoslays had a. point.

Anyhow, the next one on the list is not at issue; it is Samuelsons' Principles.

Later, I called by appointment on the chief agriculturist planner at

the Planning Ministry. Vo talked about agriculture-for an hour, bat through
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an intorprotore The period of the blockade stopped all invostmont in

agricultura and thero followed several years of near stagnation. For the last

two or three years, howevor, output has bean rising steadily. The trend will

cantinas up and they aro counting on their increased outlays in the new, Plan

period for fertilizer, hybrid corn, and machinery. (1 am not persuadod that

theraro invicg enough in fertilizer which, after all, is a substituto for

land.) The polioy of forced collecti*ation is, of course, over. Emphasis

henceforth will be on voluntary cooperation including pooled use of arabio land

and machinery where the peasants are " Eat we are prepared to tako

time. We want a fro* agriculture." I get the inpreseion that these change°

are not expected to have any groat affect for a vary long time.

A etubborn problem in Yugoslav agriculture) is that of regional

differences in imam°. While the tilling on the permissible land holding --

about fifteen ambit) acres over an average of ten — bold for the wholo

Republic, sono make far more from their land than others. In Slovenia, not

income per farm is faux to five times what it le in Vhcedonin. (Lately I &VI

saes figaros which seemed to throw doubt on this.)

I had dinner with some iimorican albaerry friend') including a former

Littauor student. They are old Yugoslav banda and well impreseed by the

economic progress -- especially of the past three years. In their view

Thgoelavia now has a workable and a reasonably effective economy with a high

growth. Wo discussed Et18911111 policy toward Yugoslavia and the satellites,

and the emergence of the phenomenon of the pro-American communists. They are

no longer surprised by it. I even find.myself getting accustomed to the

concept.
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Ny last lecturo today with an hour's discussion following. I am glad they

are over although I think, on the whole, they wero fairly cuccessful.

Santo= hne noted that they warp the first fUl/-dreee, enpoeition by ft bougeols

economist in a Communist country since the Rueeinn Revolution. I find this

nourishing to my vanity. A director cf one of the economic institutes, in a

'Mooch of thanks, :maid ',Certainly what we have beard in those leottted id

not what Ito used to read in the booke." There is to be a further and final

discussion of the lectures tomorrow at noon.

This afternoon I called by appointment on the editor of the leading

economie journal and an important party theoretician. Ho thinks Yugoslav

economista ara going in too much for econometric° and formal and irrelevant

theory. He said be gathered that there vera eimilar conflicts in the United

States. I agreed but told him that, tinco possibly we had oven more economists

than economio problems, something needed to be found to keep =profession

employed. He thought the Yagoslav situation vas loss luxurious.

He thinks the economy is in good shape and will continue to expand at

eatiefactory rato. One problem is to'; keep the terms of trod* from turning

too much in favor of the peasants. Ho agrees that in Yugoslavia, as in Poland,

the peasants rather than the workers have, to dato, boon the principal

beneficiaries of the worker's state. (Tho Party, comeons else observed today,

has many members among the peasants but it doom not represent the peasants.)

He supports strongly the notion that there :met be a steady advance in living

etandards. Socialism must prove itself in the present by getting the gains
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of productivity to the vorkors. He nrgumo that the balance of pAymont

doficit should be as largo ao can be financed. The lento vas much in

discussion todgy for the pootponement(equals cancellation;.of credits by the

U.S.S.R. and Sant Gornany bad just been announced.

Afterward I had coffee with a young vostern-trainzd intellectual who is

not, / 'would assume, a Party member. He is not very happy but ho says the

inhibiting factor in intollectual expression lo the biornrchial character of

the society, and the otuffinses of thous vho have arrived, and not the

punishment of heresy. EC says this vas nover too OZTOro and is not nova

problem. Ea doce not think the intellectual life of Belgrade is very lively.

He feels -- one or two others hove mentionod this -- that the most serious

problem of the country is discontent and osparatim in Croatia. The Croats

fool, as of old, they aro boing held batik V to backvardnoos of Serbia.

Later I bad dinner with somo Embaos7 people, the Canadian Ambassador

and wife, the Abois of the N. Y. Tines and some Tdhoslavs. However, the

diocussion turned moetly on Francs and the U. S.

Rom 30

I had breekfast with sotto friends from the Embassy and then bins taken

shopping by firs. Stanovnik. I had told the Mizoslavo that I would consider

myself componsated by their hospitality -- which is indeed all that could te

asked -- but I sensed that this was not entirely satisfactory. They wished

to fool that they were compensating ms, however modestly. (The leans did not

arise in Polandwhera I vas being zpontored by the Ford Foundation.) So se a

solution -- since dinnis nay not be exported -- I agrood to take modest

payment in kind. A. young scholar from the Institute came along with the
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official pocketbook. We bought same nice Serbian embroidery and some silver

jewelry.

Then we had a final session at the Institute -- a further discussion of

the lectures which was both lively and friend/7 and thon more expressions

of thank° cud goodumill. Yellowing lunch with some senior economists I was

taken to the airport and passed quickly through the formalities of departure.

Certain/y, it bas been a mont pleasant and entertaining week.

I leave with the distinct Impression that the "market malaise of

Yugoslavia is n going concern. The clue is in the price system. In Poland

nearly all prices are fixed by the etate. If the price relatives are not

right, thon the incentive structure io unreliable. 11 arm that expands output

at a lose -- If it happens that its prices are low and it° costa high-- may

be performing a useful service, and the higher the output and hence the litzarsr

the loess the greater the VOTT1C*. The Poles recognize the problen hare cud,

as I have noted, they are desperately striving to reform their price structure.

LUt this takes a, year or two. gr the time it is finished another reform will

be needed. There have already been four or five areforms.0

The Yugoslavo solve this problem by leaving about seventy per cent of

prices to the determination of the individual enterprise. got Oven Belgrade

hotel prices are fixed and as the result of the completion of the Metropole

prices of hotel roome are coming down. The individual (public) enterprise

has the power to adjust its prices and the problem of price relatives is

self-solving — if the prices aro too low the firm can raise them and

vice versa. Momenta in turn that earnings can be used as the test of

performance and also that earnings can be partly shared by management and
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vorkero as an incentive. Tho thirty per cent of prices that are fixed includo

utilities and things like steel or fertilizer tbere there is a particular

interest in the price. (The use of fertilizer is being subsidized although I

would think not enough. It substitutes nt nearly constant rates for land,

Witch is very scarce, over a considerable rango.) All in all the lUgoslar

%yet= to clearly much more flexible and pragmatic than that of the Poles.

Olear/y, also, it is better designed to incur the disfavor of the Soviets.

There is much interest in Yugoslavia as to bou far the Poles can go in

unwinding their economy without lumina an ideological conflict with the

Russians on this point. The notion that satellite economic policy should

follow the °social schematics' of the Bunten dovelopsent cecas to ms the

most dangerous mistake the Soviets are atking. Adaptation to the higher living

standard, the leso self-sufficient character, the non-socialized agriculture

and the cultural and econemic mores of those countries would seem to be an

imperative. Indeed this is the lesson of the Stalinist period. Yet one

guesses that it is still believed that ideology as distinct ir °objective

circumstance" to what controls.

Tho Tugoaave, incidentally, are completely cot in their determination

to pursue their own coarse. In this there cannot be the slightest doubt.

There is a domestic difference between those uho vould decide economic

issues moro dogmatically and those vbe argue I/1th groat vigor and pride

for flexible and pragmatic socialism. Bat I did not encounter anyone vbo

was disposed to think that Rmssian doctrine and experience should be

considered the guide. I imagine some such any exist and that I was less

than likely to encounter them. But I doubt if they are =mamas.
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We are approaching the white cliffs of Dover. / cm glad that there

is nothing about the British Imam,* which in the slightest measure stirs

py curiosity.




